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About This Game

In this short 2.5D arcade/action game, control a giant mutant lizard to eat people, crush cars, and throw things. Spend points on
upgrades and new abilities and try to survive an increasingly deadly hail of bullets.

Features

Three Game modes:

Story Mode - Play as the lizard and rampage your way through three main levels and two bosses with a few
cutscenes along the way. Unlock two other monsters for arcade mode.

Arcade Mode - Choose from three monsters and try to survive as long as you can. No bosses. No cutscenes.

Practice Mode - Relax and practice your moves without getting shot at. Get a feel for the controls and throw
stuff at targets.

Three Unique Monsters:

The first creature uses its tail to grab and throw anything it can lift. The two unlockable ones each have their own
way of tossing things.

Each one has its own practice level, tailored to the monster's abilities.
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Each monster has over two dozen animations, plus an IK system to move the character's neck and head (so the
monster can look at the annoying jerk who keep shooting it).

Upgrades:
Spend the points that you get from eating people to improve stats like health and armor, and unlock the ability to pick up
cars and stomp on things.
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Title: Attack of the Giant Mutant Lizard
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Medicated Games
Publisher:
Medicated Games
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,Korean,Portuguese
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God Damn I can't wait for book 4, I both love and hate how well they do cliffhangers. This is probably the most annoying
cliffhanger for me. 10\/10 gonna play\/read again.. Highly enjoyable point & click adventure game in the vein of Indiana Jones
and Flight of the Amazon.

The artwork in this game is magnificent and every scene you step into looks astonishing and highly detailed. This is backed up
with, for the most part, good animations as well.

As with similar games you get to travel around the world to interesting places to solve puzzles and clues to get to your final
destination for a showdown. The puzzles are well thought out, creative and logical (to a certain extent). Apart from what seems a
bit silly back and forth movement through scenes I found the puzzles and collecting quite entertaining. It is not very hard, but it's
not a breeze either.

I found the game to be fairly long considering the lengths of other adventure games I've played. It is filled with a lot of
storytelling and dialogue that might throw some people off, but for fans of the genre I would consider this game a must. I found
the story iself both interesting and engaging for the most part, but it dwindled a little towards the latter part of the game. The
story is mostly mature with a healthy dosage of cheeky humor which gave me a few laughs and nods along the way. I thought it
suited the main protagonist, but some might find him a bit unlikeable. However, the voice acting in this game could be a lot
better. It's not all bad, but it leaves a lot to be desired. I feel that better voice acting would have levitated the game to make it
even more engaging and become more mainstream, though I can totally sympatize with development budgets for games like
these at the time of release. Luckily we are entering a new era for adventure games that will hopefully raise the budgets of
similar projects.

Not only is this game a must for fans of adventure games, but it should also be a good candidate for people wanting to test out
the genre. I highly recommend it. I also look forward to the sequel that seems to be scheduled for sometime in 2014.

I rate this game 8/10

Remember that reviews are individual opinions set according to individual standards. My views might not match yours. Be sure
to check out several reviews to get a better understanding of what you are getting into before buying.

Happy Gaming

J3ST3R. It's basically A shoe management sim. I found the plot to be really interesting, better than a lot of the other ND games,
in my opinion. The characters were unique, and at least somewhat believable. All in all, it was fun and I recommend it.. Truly a
Hidden Gem.. AAAAAAAAGGGHHHH!!!! THIS GAME LOOKED AWESOME! IT CONTROLLED AWESOME! IT
SOUNDED AWESOME!

IT WAS LIKE WING COMMANDER WITH A FREELANCER JOB BOARD AND MONEY MANAGEMENT! YOU HAD
THE ABILITY TO USE INERTIA TO STRAFE! THE CHARACTERS WERE ENTERTAINING!

*Deep breaths*

Ok Ok Ok......i gotta now explain why I'm giving it the thumbs down. Tachyon Fans, Your love is not misplaced, but it
unfortunattley does NOT run gracefully on modern hardware (Win 8.1) even with Nglide and a guide to help me, The polygon
tear is real and made shooting things impossible.

*Goes and cries in a corner for he will not...for the time being be able to play this*. Do you like bejeweled? Are you a weeaboo
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fuq boi? do you wish to unlock waifus so you can use them as "material" ? do you have anger problems? do you want a game
that makes you want to kill yourself? If you do then this is the best game since 2012. Would buy 10/10.. Fun Game :) Till my
GF saw it and ended up taking over.....

It's just 1$, buy it and enjoy!
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Nice memory matching game with cute girls. Karen is the best! Great CG with h-patch.. Nice to play for Bruce Wayne, and not
Batman for a change.

The only bad thing is that Concentration (detective mode) gets scrambled by usual scrambling devices. Not making sense.. 11/10
Deffs game of the year, and quite scary. I thought fear was the scariest game I ever played. That was until my first encounter
with the dummy. Actually got goosebumps!. ok game. love the concept but dont like how hard it is to find rake. Dev if you read
this this game has so much
potential for the future and i believe that if you keep working hard on updating this game it will become something
extroadinary. The rake is scary when or if you find him and the graphics or really good too. But maybe add a way too make it
easier to find the rake.also try too add some type of story element too the game or at least an intro of what too do. I am only
making suggestions too help you out you dont need to listen to me as I wouuldnt even be able to create anything you already
have in this game. I would recommend this game to anybody looking for a good scare and who can see the potential in this
game. thank you , p.s dev i wouldnt raise the prize anymore if i were you as people were mad about that.. Mated with a Turtle.
A+. By far the [best] thing I have ever played on Steam.

The graphics beat the new Call of Duty by over 100 times. I can see all the 40 pixels and 8 colors the game creators chose.
"Generic Male Model" is a great representation of the average storybook hero, paying homage to the ways of the past, such as
Duke Nukem.

The wonderful soundtrack is now my alarm in the morning. Every time I hear this transformer sex playng through my phone, I
have to throw it out of my apartment on the 15th floor.

The story is beyond immersive, and a great sci-fi idea that I would love to see made into a fully fledged movie or novel. The
"generic stock picture old man" and "photoshopped ♥♥♥♥♥" models are absolutly vivid and engaging in their plot to make
distressed faces at wonderfully-polygoned robots.

Best part though definatly goes to it only being it Beta! Overall, I would say that if you love your favorite genre of game
butchered by a dev for roughly 30 minutes, I would give Escape Machines a 10/10.

But♥♥♥♥♥♥ it was 99 cents.. Gemini: Heroes Reborn is a fun, fairly short game that breaks the typical licensed game mold.
Playing with the time swapping, time slowing, and telekenesis mechanics was a ton of fun. I would recommend this to anyone
looking for a good, short action game with some unique powers to play with.
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